
Hi, we’re uSwitch. 
We empower people to 
make intelligent 
decisions.

These guidelines are for anyone creating 
visual work for uSwitch. It explains the basic 
elements that make up our identity and how 
to execute it, as we work towards greater 
consistency and developing the brand.



Meet the 3 main teams, 
or ‘verticals’.

Energy
For households around the UK 
who pay energy bills, uSwitch is a 
comparison service that empowers 
them to choose a better energy 
deal.  We are constantly improving 
our service to demystify the 
energy market and provide 
everyday people with choice.

Services: Domestic energy 
comparison, Solar panels, Boilers

Aside from the following 
three teams we have talented 
PR, Contact Centre and 
Marketing teams which  
support all verticals.



Comms
For people around the UK 
uSwitch is the best way to find 
cheap mobile phone deals and 
broadband packages. We are 
constantly working to provide 
people with cutting edge deals and 
tools in a way they find engaging 
and fun.

Services: Broadband, Mobiles, TV

Money
For individuals around the UK 
uSwitch is a comparison service that 
empowers them to make better 
personal finance decisions.  
Unlike other comparison websites, 
we seek to provide customised 
advice for individuals.

  Services:  Car insurance, 
                                 Credit cards

uSwitch-for-Business is a separate business entity and not related to uSwitch, 
where we only deal with domestic products.



As a design team, we strive to 
make complicated decisions 
as simple as possible by 
creating easy-to-use designs. 
This includes making the 
experience delightful; we are 
happy when our visitors smile.
We come from each of the 3 verticals. It is essential to have open 
communication, share our design work and be willing to listen to 
feedback to create consistency. Each vertical has di!erent business 
models, so we have to balance business requirements while fighting 
the good fight for a consistent brand and user experience.



Graphic elements

Introducing our logo, colour scheme 
and icon set.



Our logo has a long history and has 
remained constant as the website 
changes.

Our website Print & external vertical Print & external horizontal

Our current logo is di!cult to read and does not represent what we’re about. The logo 
and header format leaves no room for a strapline, which could be helpful for visitors.



We have a white version for use on dark 
backgrounds. Blue should be present in the 
background. A solid blue block or stripe 
may be used if needed. 

Do not place the logo over patterned or photographic backgrounds.
Do not obscure the lettering in the logo by making the logo too small.



Our team in Ireland have their 
own variation of the logo.

Our website Print & external vertical

White

Print & external horizontal



Do not do this:

Our name is uSwitch. 
It’s one word with a lowercase u and 
uppercase S.

Uswitch
USwitch
U Switch
uSwitch.com

Do this:

uSwitch



Blue is our colour. The blues we use are 
from the warm end of the scale.

We currently have many slightly-di"erent shades of blue in use. 
From now on, please stick to this document, and if needed discuss amends.

#EAF2F9 #2BAAE1 #00BDFF #236FCF #18479A #1D204F



Blue-grey is our support colour, and all 
text should be in the following colours.

Do not use pure black for text.

#929A9E #5F686B                                                   #2F3335



Do not use muted colours.

Use of other colours is encouraged, 
and should be ‘pure’ tones to 
communicate simplicity.



Illustrative icons are not used on uSwitch.  We use this 

We use flat, simple icons as uSwitch is an 
easy and practical service.

We sometimes use the Helveticons set as they are so clean and simple. 
Icons can also appear in circles with a solid background.

not



Typography



Meet FS Elliot, the font of uSwitch. 
It is simple, hard-working, multipurpose and although it is rooted in a 
strong past, it is a modern font. Easy-to-read, warm and created by a 
British foundry. All of these points resonate strongly with uSwitch.



We use Elliot Bold for headlines and 
Elliot Regular for standfirsts and 
pullquotes.

Do not use Heavy, Light or Thin versions of Elliot. 

When creating layouts remember that web fonts tend to render heavier 
on the web page than in graphics software.



Small pieces of additional text can be in 
a hand-written font, Jenna Sue.

Body text and lower-level headings are 
in Helvetica.

Cows are my passion. 

What I have ever sighed for has been to retreat to a Swiss 

farm, and live entirely surrounded by cows - and china. 

Charles Dickens



48 pt/px  H1 (super statement, about us section) Elliot bold. 

36 pt/px  H1, Elliot bold. 

28 pt/px  H2, Elliot bold. 

24 pt/px  H2 on Energy, Elliot bold. 

24 pt/px Subheading text & blockquotes, Elliot regular. 

20 pt/px  H3, Elliot bold.

18 pt/px H3 on homepage & footer, Elliot bold.

18 pt/px Promo areas, Elliot regular.

14 pt/px Aside column headers, Elliot bold.

14 pt/px H4 in body copy, Helvetica bold.

14 pt/px Body copy, Helvetica.

12 pt/px Disclaimer, caveat text & footer links, Helvetica.

Our typescale gives structure to the page.



Grid



Our grid consists of 12 columns and is 
962 pixels wide. 
It is ok to break out of the grid for decoration elements, however 
you must adhere to the grid for content & text elements.



The Guides section uses a di!erent grid 
to allow for more room between the 
main and right-hand column.



Interactive language

It is essential that our visitors interact 
with a consistent experience when they 
visit uSwitch. Even if visual styles are 
inconsistent, we should ensure interactive 
elements are reliable so users know what 
to expect when using our site.



This is a normal link

This is in hover state

This is in visited state

Links within text should use these colours 
and should not have any underline. 
Links in busy contexts (e.g. comparison tables) may need an 
underline to be seen.



Our buttons are consistently this 
style and size.
Use these colours, however if there is a case where you need to 
use another colour to maximise contrast, keep the colour bright.

Text: Helvetica, bold, 14px

Corner radius: 4px

Arrows on buttons indicate to the user that they will go to a new 
page or process.

#8CC924, #62B822

Compare now

#FD73CC, #FD73CC

Compare now

#FFFFFF, #EFEFEF

Compare now

#43A6E2, #1592E3

Compare now

#156DC0, #165AA9

Compare now

#FE9A1F, #E98E1B

Compare now

#FD0037, #DD0032

Compare now

Compare now



To ensure error messages can always 
be quickly identified the following 
styles should be used.

Text: Helvetica, bold, 18px

Corner radius: 8px

A larger button can also be used for main CTAs.

Compare now

Error messages should use a consistent yellow background and red text. 

When in context, the field should have a red 
border and a callout used on the balloon.



A few things to remember

Stick to the typographical, 
colour and interactive 
guidelines set out here.

Explore, within the direction 
set by the design team.

Use these guidelines and 
bring feedback if they’re not 
working for you.

Make up new rules, or 
introduce a new visual 
direction.

Fill up every bit of space.

Hesitate to ask questions.

Do Don’t

We are trying to create a consistent look & feel across uSwitch. 
This document is a step towards that goal.


